
Artists we’re watching out for in 2015

"Damning evidence illicit behaviour" Cally Spooner

ARTS+CULTURE - THE YEAR AHEAD

The names and faces you need to be keeping an eye on in the art world
this year

1st January 2015

Text Susanna Davies-Crook

The artists we've had our eye for a while on have sparked a few fires this year – Ed Fornieles and

Adham Faramawy to name but two. But as we look forward to the New Year, new things and new

faces we’ve – in no particular order – selected an entirely subjective list of artists we’ll be keeping an

eye on in 2015.

PARK MCCARTHER 

Personal and political combine inMcCarther's work as she addresses how as a body and as a citizen

we navigate space and our built environment. The New York artist's work follows in the footsteps of

critical spatial practitioners like Nils Norman, whilst finding a distinct voice through her subjective

experience, presented at a distance through materials.
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via Park McCarther

ELOISE BONNEVIOT

Mushroom farming in the Mycological Twist with partner Anne de Boer at new project space Jupiter

Woods, Parisian born Bonneviot is laying roots in London.

‘Respawn’ (2014) via Eloise Bonneviot and Anne de Boer

PILVI TAKALA

Though she is a more established artist, having recently shown with Frieze and the New Museum,

Takala's star is only going to shine brighter this year as she starts racking up larger institutional

shows.

via Pilvi Takala
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Goddard's blend of text, sound and moving image combined in his recent installation at Matt’s, which

fused a heady concoction of deadpan voiceover meandering through the mundane and extraordinary

off-set with a mesmeric filmic journey down a water slide interior.

Panels from Operation Paperclip Patrick Goddard

CALLY SPOONER

Taking liveness as a medium, Spooner's devising process – drawn from sources including

documentary film legend William Grieves and Mike Leigh – means that the results of her work are not

known until it is performed or spoken through the body of her actors.

"Damning evidence illicit behaviour" Cally Spooner

DORINE VAN MEEL

The immersive installation artist is taking up the Nina Stewart Residency at South London Gallery this

coming Summer, after having been one of the most talked about artists of the Goldsmiths MA show.

http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/performance-and-music/bmw-tate-live-performance-room-cally-spooner
http://www.dorinevanmeel.com/
https://vimeo.com/dorinevanmeel


ILONA SAGAR

After graduating from the RCA several years ago, Sagar has been steadily growing her ambitions,

continuing to work across performance and video.

From the 'Soft Addictions' series Iona Sagar

MAX RUF

A Berlin-based artist who's exhibited alongside Oliver Osbourne and Emanuel Röhss, Ruf's works

marks him out as a painter who packs a punch.
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via the RCA

FLORIAN AUER

Auer's work embodies a material criticality as he researches and produces in response to trade and

market aesthetics, design materials and use value.

"Not Yet Titled (ticker tape)" (2013) via Florian Auer

MARTE EKNAES

http://aktnz.com/
http://marteeknaes.info/


The off-beat thinking-through attitude to public furniture and structures of human bodies, buildings

and emotions moulded through materials including Perspex, padded beanbags, chrome finished metal

and sand- blasted steel make the work awkward, at times surreal, slick and seductive.

"Meanings and belongings III" (2014) Marte Eknaes

MARIANNA SIMNETT

The standout work at the Film and Video Umbrella award hosted at Jerwood Space this year,

Simnett's film was a magical realist portrayal of childhood, coming of age and uncomfortable fleshy

shots of robotic-dairy farming.

Still from "The Udder" (2014) via whatwilltheyseeofme.org.uk

LUCIE STAHL
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Beer cans as wall mounted Prayer Wheels, peepholes and PS3 game graphics all manifest across

Stahl's work. Having recently shown at Carlos Ishikawa and now represented by Freedman Fitzpatrick

LA, she's gaining ground.

REN, installation view Lucie Stahl

GCC

They've been around for a couple of years now, but still manage to be the most interesting collective

out there. A conglomerate of artists including Fatima al Qadiri – it's their manifesto and attitude to

producing art collaboratively that keeps the door ajar for these guys into 2015.

GCC

SASHA LITVINTSEVA

The hypnotic videos draw the viewer into a sense of narrative in which reality is skewed through

motion graphics, movement perception in which out of place yet seemingly everyday characters move

through a contemporary labour environment with a hint of menace. Her twisted eye roams through a

well crafted filmic vocabulary.

http://projectnativeinformant.com/?project=gcc
http://www.dazeddigital.com/tag/fatima-al-qadiri
http://sasha-litvintseva.com/


HARRY SANDERSON

Technologically-infused works and thoughtful texts on networks, labour and production make

Sanderson an interesting and reflexive artist in the Post-Internet milieux.

"Human Resolution Installation" (2012) via Harry Sanderson

STEFANIA BATOEVA

Taking on the go-to guys of the art/painting market Batoeva's work is bold, brave and on the up.

http://www.metamute.org/editorial/articles/human-resolution
http://www.stefaniabatoeva.com/


via Stefania Batoeva

RACHEL ROSE

Splicing, cutting and layering together imagery to create warped image feedback loops, Rose's films

are as affecting as they are complex.

A Minute Ago (2014) via Rachel Rose

URSULA MAYER

OK so she's pretty established, but this year Mayer walked off – and deservedly so – with the Jarman

Film Award whilst her installation room at the Hayward Gallery Mirror City exhibition made the trip for

me. Looking forward to much more in 2015.
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via Ursula Mayer

HANNAH BLACK

Vocal feminist and politically astute, Black is a contributor to The New Inquiry, and it's her

multifaceted work that renders her one of the most thought provoking artists working at the moment.

LUCY BEECH

Known for her collaborations with Edward Thomasson, the Slade graduate and Open School East

2014 resident is releasing a new film this year to follow up her previous 'Cannibals'.

http://lunch-bytes.com/platform/current/
http://thenewinquiry.com/author/hannah-black/
http://www.lucybeechandedwardthomasson.co.uk/


Read Next

CHARLIE GODET THOMAS

The 2014 RCA graduate presents carefully constructed, meticulously presented sculptural works with

embedded narratives that charm whilst being quietly confident in their close observation.

via Charlie Godet Thomas
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A promotional image for Collective Rage by Jen Silverman
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Jen Silverman’s Collective Rage explores what can happen when women
of all kinds reject the categorisations so often thrust upon them

29th January 2018

Text Tom Rasmussen

“Let me just put it this way: there are a lot more plays about straight men trying to figure out how to

be happy than there are plays about queer women trying to do anything. I wrote Collective Rage

because I was tired of waiting for someone else to write the thing I needed to see.”

Jen Silverman’s play, fully entitled Collective Rage: A Play in 5 Betties; in essence, a queer and

occasionally hazardous exploration; do you remember when you were in Middle School and you read

about Shackleton and how he explored the Antarctic?; imagine the Antarctic as a Pussy and it’s sort of

like that, is about to be staged in London for the first time, at the Southwark Playhouse.

It’s a queer epic of sorts, and that epic is led by five totally different women – each with the same

name, a reference to a classical femme persona such as Betty Boop – on a mission to get in touch

with “the source of their power”. Whether that’s their own vagina, their somewhat hidden queerness,

their understanding of love, their class and self-worth, or their physical strength – as played out by a

wealthy upper-side woman beating the shit out of a punch bag – Collective Rage explores what can

happen when women of all kinds reject the categorisations so often thrust upon them.

“Living in the US right now, it’s clear to me that we
can’t afford to be invisible when our civil rights are at
stake” – Jen Silverman

Collective Rage
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It’s unashamedly queer, feminist, and intersectional: viewpoints which mainstream theatre so

obliquely lacks. “I think it's crucial to have queer female stories onstage and onscreen,” Silverman

tells us. “We are so often erased. A space has been carved out (to a degree) for the gay male

experience, aided by brilliant plays like Angels in America or TV like the seminal Queer As Folk – but

queer women have for so long been folded into other people’s stories, if we get stage or screen-time

at all. I think we’ve reached a moment in which visibility is key to justice – for protagonists of colour

as well as queer female protagonists, and all the many intersections of queerness, femaleness, and

colour.”

But the characters in Silverman’s play don’t just perform expected notions of rejected femininity. The

whole point – from the casting, which very specifically asks for women of different ethnicities and

gender presentations, to the journey each character goes on – takes the audience from the macro

stereotypes we are all guilty of applying to different women, eventually exposing the nuance of each

woman’s experience, revealing totally new aspects of each one along the way. Collective Rage

destroys our world and sets out to reimagine a new one, one in which these five women are at the

centre, and are allowed space to totally blow open their roles within society.

Genesis Lynea – a queer butch woman of colour – who plays Bettie 5 – a genderqueer, masculine of

centre, black lesbian who owns a boxing gym – explains how rare it is for a role to even exist which is

any bit like her. “I love it. I love it. It’s what I wish I could be like – I wish I could have tattoos and be

so cool, and I wish I could be a boxer and have this cool boxing gym, I wish I could identify as a

gender-nonconforming female-bodied masculine individual. But she’s close to me really, and it’s so

rare to feel like you can be celebrated for playing a part who is just like you.”

The radically queer play is being set in a mainstream space for a purpose. “Living in the US right now,

it’s clear to me that we can’t afford to be invisible when our civil rights are at stake,” Silverman adds.

“If the mainstream doesn’t see us, how can it care about our rights being taken away? People care

about injustice when they have seen and acknowledged the people it’s happening to. There are so

many reasons for queer artists to make queer work right now, but this is one.”

Collective Rage is not necessarily just for the consumption of queer people – something which

Silverman, the cast and Antic Face – the theatre company who are staging the run – are quick to

assure. “This is a play about female-bodied experience written by a queer woman – and it’s for

everyone to engage with. This should not be a radical statement, and the two are not mutually

exclusive,” Emma Hall, the producer bringing the play to this side of the Atlantic, explains. 



While, like so many industries, theatre is having somewhat of an upheaval in the wake of Weinstein,

it’s often the case that people pay lip service to the idea of diversity, with very little action

materialising. Collective Rage takes everything you know about classic theatre, fucks it up and flips

the table.

“Every woman I know has had a box checked for her
by someone else: ‘This is who you are based on what
you look like.‘ Myself included” – Jen Silverman

While so much mainstream theatre is so often afraid to tread near the lines of work that is outwardly

feminist or queer, Collective Rage refuses to shrink – asking more of its audience rather than less of

the material. On the production side of things, the cast mirror the Betties – with queer people, people

of colour, and women of different body types and ages embodying these manifold characters and

their experiences. As a queer person it’s so uncommon to see respect for casting characters who are

supposed to reflect a queer experience – look at Timothee Chalamet and Armie Hammer, or any other

film or play featuring a gay or queer lead and you’ll most often find a heterosexual person playing your

experience (not so) bravely.

But Silverman, her Betties, and Antic Face are asking their audience to see past their categories and

into the nuance and subtext of these queer women from five wildly different vantage points.

“Every woman I know has had a box checked for her by someone else: ‘This is who you are based on

what you look like.‘ Myself included,” Silverman finishes. “The play is about what happens when we

started questioning the boxes into which we've been put – boxes we've perhaps complicitly (or

naively) operated within.”

See Collective Rage at the Southwark Playhouse Large from 24th January – 17th February 2018

Collective Rage Images courtesy of Antic Face

http://southwarkplayhouse.co.uk/show/collective-rage/
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